DiaCollo and Die Grenzboten
Exploring diachronic collocations in a historical German newspaper corpus
This contribution presents an application of the open-source software tool DiaCollo to a recently
curated historical German newspaper corpus published over the course of the `long nineteenth
century’. DiaCollo was developed at the Berlin-Brandenburgische Akademie der Wissenschaften
(BBAW) in close cooperation with historians to facilitate discovery, analysis, and interactive
visualization of diachronic change with respect to collocation behavior in digital text corpora, and
thus help to provide a clearer picture of corresponding change in word usage.
The national-liberal German-language periodical Die Grenzboten ("messengers from the border(s)")
was published from 1841 to 1922, covering a wide range of subjects in politics, literature, and the
arts, and has been recently integrated in into the digital corpus infrastructure hosted by the BBAW. Its
coverage of civic life, opinions, and debates surrounding the revolution of 1848, the restoration
period, industrialization, the German Empire (Kaiserreich), and the First World War makes it a
valuable source for a broad range of disciplines.
Two use-cases serve to demonstrate the utility of DiaCollo, as well as the corpus’ potential for further
(digital) historical research. These examples derive from current research by humanists participating
in the ongoing DiaCollo design and development cycle. Both examples deal with the manner in which
religious affiliation and the institution of the church are discussed and utilized in political discourse
and national policy in 19th-century Germany. Looking for and at debates on antisemitism and
education in the corpus data, we provide research perspectives from the fields of (historical) political
science and cultural history.
First, we investigate the discourses of religion in terms of antisemitic sentiments within the
Grenzboten corpus. DiaCollo profiles are compared to close reading observations which suggest that
Die Grenzboten took up a more pro-Jewish position during the widely received Berliner
Antisemitismusstreit (“Berlin antisemitism dispute", 1879-1881). As Die Grenzboten was witness to
several changes and attempted reforms of school systems in German-speaking territories during the
course of its publication, our second use-case starts with simple DiaCollo searches on “education”.
Pursuing the leads thus discovered, we look at the different views on the churches’ and the states’
claims of authority regarding education as appearing in the corpus. In this way, we demonstrate how
DiaCollo can not only enable distant reading and analysis informed by a researcher's historical
background knowledge, but can also inspire subsequent close reading to enrich and potentially revise
existing interpretations.
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